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Tied to the euro, Italy can’t devalue its 
currency to be more competitive globally, 
and now faces spending cuts mandated 
by the EU’s Fiscal Stability Treaty. 
Brussels’ rules may appear callous to 
Italians, particularly during a recession, 
but Brussels thinks Italy’s political  
class is the real culprit. For decades,  
Italy refused to dismantle its Byzantine 
state, invest in infrastructure or  
crush entrenched corporate interests. 

The need for more sharing 
For economists like Ken Rogoff, Italy’s 
best long-term solution is for the  
EU to enhance its currency union— 
a half-marriage of sorts—with a fiscal 

union. “For southern Europe as a whole, 
the single currency has proved to be  
a golden cage, forcing greater fiscal and 
monetary rectitude but removing the 
exchange rate as a critical cushion.”3 
Successful unions like the US—the  
argument goes—transfer money from 
wealthier regions to struggling ones.  
EU economists call it “fiscal risk sharing.” 

We think broader fiscal risk-sharing is a 
tall order for the EU at this moment  
in time. Many EU voters think handing 
more power to Brussels is insanity. Case 
in point is Hungarian Prime Minister 
Viktor Orban, who explicitly warns against 
becoming a “United States of Europe.” 

Despite rising anti-EU sentiment across 
Europe, we think the US offers some 
perspective on a pathway forward. We see 
today’s Europe at an interim stage  
similar to the US in the late 18th century. 
The ratification of the US Constitution  
in 1788 was preceded by a loose  
confederation of states, which sometimes 
worked but mostly didn’t. To form a  
more perfect union, the United States’ 
first Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander 
Hamilton, proposed creating a single  
US currency along with a national bank to 
take care of the war debt each of the  
states still owed. 

Hamilton’s proposals were quite polarizing 
in Congress. The most visceral opposition 
came from congressmen representing 
agrarian states such as Georgia and 
Maryland. Most southern states had 
nearly paid off their debts. In their eyes, 
nationalizing the remaining liabilities 
would give an unfair advantage to profli-
gate merchants living up north in states 
like Massachusetts and Pennsylvania.  
The belief was those states simply hadn’t 
managed their debts properly. Southern 
members of Congress were also opposed 
to a US currency. Centralizing power away 
from local banks was dangerous, and 
likely favored the commercial interests of 
the industrialists and merchants up  
north. A backroom political compromise— 
one that included locating the new  
US capital in the south—eventually 
resolved the impasse in 1791.

Cross-cultural relationships 
Fast forward to today, and we see a 
similar north and south divide in the EU. 
This time, northern EU members like  
the Dutch are balking at the idea of fiscal 
transfers and eurobonds. They make  
the same arguments Thomas Jefferson 
did against Hamilton’s federal institutions. 
Their feelings are shared mutually by  
the eight members of the New Hanseatic 
League (“the Hansa”). Comprised of 
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